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TOWN PROFILE COOKHAM, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

It has been established that part of the area known as "The Cookhams" was inhabited by the

Ancient Britons. There is also evidence of Roman occupation, but it was not until the

seventh or eighth centuries, following the Saxon occupation, that the village began to be

developed. It became increasingly necessary for the Saxons to move towards the river in

order to protect themselves from the marauding Danes invading the area, having come up
the Thames by boat, or forded it near Cookham Weir.

The High Street in Cookham contains a wealth of historic properties - The Old Forge being

one of the oldest - 16th century - although it is probable that there had been a forge on this
site for a considerable time prior to that date. It is now a restaurant but stands cheek by jowl

with a garage - tending to the needs of present day Cookham residents in terms of horse

power, not hoof power! Nearby stand two Victorian semis, the first of which was the birth

place of Sir Stanley Spencer R.A. Almost opposite is Ovey's Farm, proof if that were
needed that at one time farming was carried on in the very heart of the village. The Kings

Arms, a 17th century hostelry, was originally called the Kings Head and an interesting story
concerns one Martha Spott who minted her own half-tokens for use solely in Cookham -
doubtless used by customers for gambling.

Further along the High Street we come across a group of Georgian cottages, the first

evidence of the considerable development of the village in the 18th century. Nearby stands
a Chapel, to which the young Stanley Spencer was brought for services by his mother.

It later became a reading room and village hall, known as the Kings Hall until 1960, and now the Stanley Spencer
Gallery. Opposite stands Wisteria Cottage which was forced to undergo a face lift in recent years as the front wall
was bowing dangerously outwards and had to be entirely rebuilt - each brick being numbered and replaced exactly
in its original position. It is said that one day's worth of building work had to be carefully removed and rebuilt due to
the builder omitting, or overlooking, a solitary brick earlier in the day!

"The Olde Bell" is a 15th century inn, its name now changed to the "Bell & the Dragon". Nearby used to be sited the
Tarrystone - the meeting point for the local "Olympics"! From Tarrystone House one can see Lullebrook Manor,
once the seat of the local squire and now owned by the John Lewis Partnership and used as a country club for their

staff. To the right of "The Old Bell" is "The Old Apothecary" - which remained a chemist's shop until the last decade
of the 20' century. The Vicarage is of the Queen Anne period and the Church of

the Holy Trinity is noteworthy, its nave dating from the 12th century. In the churchyard,

almost hidden from view by overhanging branches, is the monument of an angel, the

subject of one of Spencer's paintings. From the wicket gate it is but a few steps to the

river and Cookham Bridge. The first bridge was a wooden structure, built in 1839. This

was replaced thirty years later by one of iron, which survives to this day. To defray the

cost, a toll was levied until the 1940s, the Toll House being on the northern bank.

Interestingly the north bank of the Thames is in Berkshire. Until the beginning of the 19th

century Cookham was a Royal Manor and had been a favourite fishing ground of the

Kings. To prevent poaching upon the King's preserves from the north of the river, the

Berkshire boundary is some yards to the north of the river bank. It is here that in July

each year one may witness the ceremony of Swan Upping - under the direction of John

Turk, the Queen's Swan Keeper and Waterman - two City Companies, the Vintners and

Dyers decide on the ownership of the cygnets.
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"The Old Ship" stands at the corner of Mill Lane, to which any

number of alterations and improvements have been carried out,

none having destroyed its charm. At one time it was a convent

and a piscine still exists in the front downstair room. It ceased

to be an inn some years ago, and contains no less than four

staircases. Just three quarters of a mile from "The Old Ship"

one comes to one of the prettiest reaches of the Thames, only

accessible by foot, the Cliveden Reach and the My Lady Ferry.

It was here, in pre-Norman times, that the river used to be

crossed by means of a ford, although more latterly a ferry has

operated. In School Lane we find a typical Victorian school,

with many additions post the 1938/45 War. Opposite, a row of

cottages, at one time "The Maltings", which supplied the

adjacent brewery. It was not until George III sold the Manor

and it became possible for people to own property, that the

village became attractive to rich merchants who made their

homes there. The walls of Tannery House contain some

interesting wrought iron grills, though the house must have

been a part of the brewery at one time, judging by the nearby

gantry. Shoes were also manufactured here in times past.

Brewing, tanning, lace making and milling of different kinds have all been carried on over the years.

Opposite stands Studio House, which in the 1930s formed a part of the Ideal Home Exhibition, built in a style

then known as "ultra modern"!
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Wisteria Cottage

An open area known as "The Moor" divides the Cookhams and the bridge over the Fleet was a gift to the

village and proves invaluable in times of floods. The Pound borders Pound Field, where all stray animals

were once penned, and Moor Thatch, once the home of Lady Spencer is nearby. Moor Hall stands at the

end of the lane, built as a private house in the middle of the 19th century, remaining in the ownership of the
Lambert family until 1939. Today, following considerable alterations and extensions carried out with great

care, it is the Headquarters and Training Centre of the Institute of Marketing

We should like to thank The Cookham Society

for allowing us to use their leaflet - "Cookham

Village Explored" as the basis for this

introduction to their town. It was written by

Desmond Atkinson - and illustrated by Sidney

Jewell - and we are qrateful to them both.
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LOCAL HERITAGE INITIATIVE

A Countryside Agency Initiative

(MONEY AVAILABLE FOR COMMUNITIES TO CARE FOR THEIR PAST)

Grants from the Local Heritage Initiative (LHI) provide community groups with the cash to care for their past.

Whilst major monuments frequently attract restoration funds, the numerous smaller features that make up

the unique history of our towns and villages remain under threat. Money from the Heritage Lottery Fund,

made available through LHI, provides communities with the funds to understand, record and care for these

features. The Initiative is making a major impact in looking after archaeological, natural, built and industrial

aspects of our past, as well as our customs and traditions.

The Initiative is run by the Countryside Agency. As well as distributing grants on behalf of the Heritage

Lottery Fund, it also benefits from sponsorship from the Nationwide Building Society. The grants available

range from a minimum of £3,000 to a maximum of £25,000. Significantly, there is no requirement for

community groups to provide match funding and money can be made available in advance to allow projects

to proceed without cash flow constraints. In return, recipient groups are simply asked to provide the time,

effort and commitment to bring the projects to life.

Nicola Webley, the head of LHI explained: "Our historic towns and the surrounding areas have numerous

features which can so easily be lost forever. They range from natural elements like hedgerows, water

meadows and ponds to standing stones, cobbles, milestones and architectural details. They include

industrial features like mills and smithies and also frequently embrace songs, dialect and local traditions that

may be quite unique. It is in caring for these that the community can make a major contribution and we can

provide the funds to make these projects viable."

Already there are numerous schemes underway around England. A group at Ilkeston in Derbyshire is

studying one hundred years of arts in the community. Residents of Blagdon in Somerset are developing a

history of their town. A community team at Ashill in Norfolk is bringing the village pond back to life. At

Langtoft near Peterborough work is underway to create a 'book of the village'. At Bishops Auckland in

Durham, a group is studying stories, folklore and songs. Meanwhile at Holmfirth in West Yorkshire a

heritage trail that charts the history of the riverside is being developed.

Nicola Webley commented that with hundreds of projects underway around the country w are working with

local people to look after our ancient towns and villages but we still need many more groups to come forward

if we are to prevent vital parts of our past being lost. We hope these groups will decide which parts of their

heritage are most important and put forward appropriate projects. We should also particularly welcome more

schemes looking at built and industrial aspects of our past."

The Local Heritage Initiative operates across England (it does not cover Scotland, Wales or Northern Ireland,

although pilot schemes are in operation in Scotland and Wales). The first step to getting a project underway

is to call the information line on 0870 9000 401 or log onto the website at www.lhi.org.uk.

See Page 18 where references to project funding through the Local Heritage Initiative appear in both the Atherstone

and Buckingham Society newsletter clippings - Atherstone's funding enabling them to call in the expertise of Dr. Nat

Alcock - our speaker at the ASHTAV Summer Party at the home of our Chairman, John Alexander. The Buckingham

Society having identified and applied for LHI earlier have completed their project - the protection of St. Rumbold's Well,

now a scheduled monument. We hope it may be possible to enclose LHI leaflets with this mailing to encourage others

ofyou to apply for LHI funding. It is possible a member of Nicola Webley's team will speak at a forthcoming ASHTAV

seminar, when input from those involved in both the Buckingham and Atherstone Societys'projects may encourage more

of our membership to take advantage of this unique funding stream.
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NEW BUILDING IN HISTORIC TOWNS

Francis Golding, secretary to the Fine Art Commission, was our guest speaker at the Cookham Seminar,

seen here in animated conversation with Gill Smith & John Alexander during registration. Francis took as

his title 'New Building in Historic Towns' and copies of the CABE Report which he had researched and

written were distributed to all delegates His presentation developed into a lively debate, with many

encouraged to participate. Indeed, at times it was difficult to concentrate upon his presentation, and the

comments it brought forth, as the case studies included in the Report provoked such lively discussion

between neighbouring delegates! The question of new building in historic towns is always a thorny one and

Francis Golding, with his vast experience, spoke with flair and enthusiasm on the matter. It brought home to

many of us just how difficult it is to find the language to explain both what one finds attractive and

acceptable, or disastrous, in any situation, but especially so where an application falls within a conservation

area or historic streetscape - whether that be an historic city, town or village.. It is a situation in which both

Societies and councillors may often find themselves when faced with a planning application. The application

may be accompanied by an architect's perspective, but without the benefit of a true picture of the finished

building in its setting the outcome remains questionable - and it is that ability to project the paper image onto

the 3D stage of the application site which is often the most difficult, but necessary, part of the exercise. How

often has one imagined a proposal nestled in the confines of a site, only to find once it is built, that it stands

proud and overbearing in the general street scene.

^' '}
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As may be seen from Dan Wild's photographs on the previous page, animated discussions continued

throughout luncheon, the excellent venue - Holy Trinity Parish Centre - and the catering having been

organised for us by Richard Gold of The Cookham Society.

I noted from a newspaper recently that our speaker was just beginning a round of lectures to introduce his

Report to a wider audience. Copies of the CABE Report may be obtained by telephoning their London

office, and indeed if one were to produce transparencies of the illustrations, the case studies chosen by

Francis Golding would make for a lively and entertaining evening of Civic Society debate.

The serious business of the day - Carol, Anne and Gill serving the wine!!

DAN NEEDS MANY MORE e-MAIL CONTACT DETAILS

Over past months Gill Smith has received requests for information from Action for Market Towns on a variety

of subjects. For instance, their Director was invited to participate in a conference entitled "Tackling Crime in

Rural Communities" of which "Tackling Alcohol Abuse in Market Towns" was a part. As a facilitator (and in

the interests of sharing best practice) he was anxious to receive details of ideas which had worked in our

members' experience. Another query concerned the importance of the presence of a weekly market to a

thriving High Street. We also receive details of events in which you may wish to participate.

Dan Wild's present list of e-mail addresses is not as effective as he would like and we should be glad if you

could gather as many e-mail addresses from your Committee, or general membership, as possible in order

that this type of query reaches a variety of contacts in your organisations, to ensure a prompt and

comprehensive response. Even if you have informed him of your e-mail address at some earlier stage,

please do so again, as some addresses on his database are no longer active. He will not subject you to an

information over-load. Dan is well aware of the annoyance this can cause. . Please help ASHTAV to be

more effective by sending e-mail addresses ofyour Committee or Council to danwild@danwild.net

PLEASE - DO THIS NOW!

CAR PARKING IN THE MARKET PLACE

INFORMATION REQUIRED

Ken Wilson of Bishop Aukland is hoping to receive information from those of you living in a market town with

a generous market place. If you can help with information as to the situation in your town or village, then

please send your comments to Gill Smith at our HelpDesk - 01926 400717 - ashtav(S>totalise.co.uk

"How many market towns have their market places available for car parking on non-market days? Is parking

free? What are the advantages of this availability?"
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DETAILED REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS-ASHTAVWESTMINSTER CONFERENCE

Wednesday, 25th September, 2002

L-R: Michael Coupe, John Burns, Roger France & Andrew Whittaker.

The verbatim report of the above Conference is now available at cost and members and delegates

who wish to obtain a copy should make contact with the HeipDesk on 01926 400717 or email Gill on

ashtav@totalise.co.uk

May we share with all members with access to the Internet, whether that be at home or the local library - Gill

Smith's nugget of information. For the most up-to-date situation contact the Local Government Information

website: www.info4local.qov.uk. Click on the link/s to go directly to the information you wish to access, say,

"Publications" or "Planning Bill".

http://www.info4local.aov.uk/searchreport.asD?id=13376&headina=e-mail+alert

But perhaps more importantly you should keep a watching brief on the following - as information will appear

as and when available httD://www.odpm.qov.uk/news/0212/0143.htm

RYE PROPERTY HANDBOOK

The HeipDesk recently received an excellent publication from the Rye Conservation Society, entitled the

"Rye Property Handbook".

The booklet is the result of collaboration between a number of local architects, surveyors and building

experts, to give guidance to owners and occupiers of both residential and commercial properties within the

Rye Conservation Area regarding the practical steps which need to be taken to ensure that historic heritage

is handed down to succeeding generations. By maintaining their buildings, they make an important

contribution to the appearance of a beautiful town. It also advises that "Keeping a building in good repair

helps maintain its value".

The handbook deals with:

> Requirements for Planning Permission for Listed Buildings and Non-Listed Buildings

> Maintenance and Repair of Properties

> Sources of further advice
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URBAN SUMMIT - ICC Birmingham
31st October to 1st November

Report by Judy Vero of the Atherstone Civic Society

Having read the information circulated about the Urban Summit at the ASTHTAV conference in London, I

successfully applied for a reduced price ticket - £50 - as opposed to £500. Held at the Birmingham ICC, and

chaired by TV's George Alagiah, it was a glitzy occasion. Almost everyone who is anyone in the

environment business was there. Colour coded purple and green, giant TV screens and catwalk music set

the scene for keynote speeches from John Prescott, and Gordon Brown, who was making a rare appearance

on the environmental platform. Prescott pleased many by upping the density on residential developments in

the south-east to 30 per hectare, though some would have preferred him to have gone that bit further and

extended it to the whole country. His address was hailed as one of 'the great environment speeches of the

time' - though this was hard to reconcile with the lampooning he received from some sectors of the press.

Lord Rogers, another keynote speaker, insisted that development on brownfield land must be made as

attractive to the developer as greenfield land. He argued that the Government is not doing enough to enable

this. 'We must reclaim the cities and demand a better deal!' was his battle cry.

There was plenty of opportunity to contribute to the debate in the seminars, all chaired by well-known

personalities, even cabinet ministers, with an environmental interest. Some of the speakers were truly

inspirational, especially Heather Hancock of Yorkshire Forward, who was 'passionate1 about design. This

was evident in the number of high quality regeneration schemes this RDA has achieved, putting most other

regions to shame. More passion about design was expressed by Wayne Hemingway, the fashion designer,

who went so far as to accuse planners and developers of being 'lazy' and 'complacent.'

Altogether it was a memorable two days, beginning at 7.00 am with a delicious breakfast cooked and served

by celebrity chef, Keith Floyd, and finishing with a lavish dinner hosted by Birmingham City Council. I dread

to think what it all cost the taxpayer, but I made the most of the networking opportunities, only sorry that so

few from my own county were present.

It was disappointing to return home to be met by a planning consultation for a mediocre redevelopment

scheme in a conservation area. With Heather Hancock's words still ringing in my ears I phoned up the

planning officer and suggested that we invite CABE to do a one-day workshop with the community to get a

better design. His response immediately reminded me of Wayne Hemingway. 'I've got quite enough people

to deal with, thank you,' he snapped. 'I don't want any more involved.' The Urban Summit gave me a

glimpse of a better world, which is, sadly, not for North Warwickshire.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS ===

Enclosed with this magazine is a booking form for the ASHTAV Summer Party - an opportunity to meet again with

Jo Rose. Her work has recently involved her in bringing the Pewsey Vale Quiet Lane project to fruition. Paige

Mitchell of Transport 2000 will also attend to speak on the SSI - Slower Speed Initiative - and the varied means

they employ to persuade drivers to cut their speed, including the villager-manned radar gun!! Following a buffet

lunch we will walk a few steps to the entrance to Abbey House Gardens (perhaps you glimpsed these on an

archaeology programme a few years back). The Pollards, a flamboyant couple who, I have been told, have had a

marked effect upon Malmesbury's tourist trade, have worked tirelessly to recreate this historic garden, the walls of

the Abbey and Abbey House itself, a stunning backdrop. Do book for this event as soon as possible - perhaps

invite friends or other members of your Society or Council - a day to enjoy - steeped in history.

A mid-week Conference is in course of preparation - to take place in Oxford in September - our speakers the

renowned - David Lock and Andrew Blower - who will address the uncertain future for small towns and villages in

an evolving situation as the new arrangements for community and spatial planning are introduced. How best can

members prepare to play their part in the new development frameworks, local studies and community based

initiatives, set against the changing backdrop where regional spatial plans are to replace County Structure Plans?

Our AGM will take place at the end of October - would any member be prepared to offer to host this event?
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OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS!

The ASHTAV Committee would be very grateful if you, our Society Committees and Members of Councils,

could circulate the following plea for assistance around your communities. The present ASHTAV Committee

remain very committed to the work of the organisation, but it is now many years since we had the benefit of

funding for the position of Director - very many of you will remember Jo Rose with affection and her assistant

David Arnold, who, whilst in post, efficiently handled membership matters and the production of our

magazine, "ASHTAV News".

In our voluntary capacities, Gill Smith mans (or womans!) the HelpDesk, responding to enquiries from

members and the general public; Dan Wild has accepted responsibility for membership matters in addition

to the work undertaken to make the ASHTAV website (www.ashtav.org.uk) more user friendly and topical,

whilst I have organised our programme of events, in addition to producing the magazine. Gill is now ever

more heavily engaged in her work for the CPRE in the West Midlands, particularly during the past year with

the Airports Consultation, plus her contribution and input to the Civic Trust. Dan not only continues to fulfil

his function as Chairman of his Society but has become a member of Henley-in-Arden Town Council. For

me, the past two years have brought added strains - family illness in 2002 and despair in early 2003 when

Richard Bowker (SRA) cancelled all Rail Passenger Partnership funding - handing the money back to the

Treasury! Seventeen years of campaigning on behalf of the Civic Society for our station reopening, due to

come to fruition in 2002, then the summer of 2003....gone! I hope I am on the road to recovery of spirits!

This wide range of commitments means we need help - and are certain that out in your communities there

are people willing to make a contribution - either by helping to organise conferences, or in preparation of our

magazine. This work can be done from home - liaising with colleagues by e-mail - so a working knowledge

of IT would be useful. However, John Bishton selects the items for "An Inspector Says..." at his home in

Somerset, equally "News from Member Newsletters" and recording the content of seminar lectures and

preparing reports of these for ASHTAV News could also be prepared and the copy forwarded via snail-mail.

If you know of anyone in your community with a few hours to spare that they may be willing to commit to any

aspect of magazine production, or conference arrangements, their help would be most warmly welcomed.

Please help us, both by approaching any suitable, public-spirited, folk whom you know to have an interest in

matters of conservation and planning AND by circulating the following announcement in your own newsletter,

the local press, at meetings and on local noticeboards. Perhaps you may even consider whether you might

be able to help in some small way yourself. We should be most grateful. Thank you!

"An opportunity exists to work within a national, rather than local, organisation - ASHTAV - "The

Association of Small, Historic Towns and Villages of the UK". It is a small, national organisation,

whose membership consists of Civic and Amenity Societies, Parish and Town Councils, plus

individual Friends, with a core membership which remains in the main centred around the West and

Midlands, despite varied efforts over the years to add to the numbers of members in further flung

corners of the Kingdom.

It is an organisation of which we ourselves are members and they are seeking volunteers to work

with a present member of the committee on the organisation of seminars and conferences around

the country - and in the preparation of sections of their magazine, "ASHTAV News". These

volunteers should be sympathetic to the aims of the Association and have a real interest in the

history and dynamics of more rural communities and any perceived threats to the settings of smaller

market towns and villages. Knowledge of IT would be a great advantage, speeding as it does the

exchange of information and enabling everyone to be aware of developments at the touch of a

button. However, there are some functions which could helpfully be carried out without the aid of a

computer, and whilst hoping for IT skills, they would not wish to deter anyone from offering their

enthusiasm and services. Should anyone with a general interest in planning, history, conservation

or the environment in the widest sense, wish to offer to help, they should please ring Gill Smith on

the ASHTAV HelpDesk at 01926 400717, or e-mail her at ashtav@totalise.co.uk
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ITEMS OF INTEREST TO MEMBERS FROM THE ON-LINE MAGAZINE

"HERITAGE LINK UPDATE"

CONSERVATION PLANNING

A new publication, called "Conservation Planning" was launched in April at the Town & Country Planning

Association headquarters by George Ferguson, President Elect of the Royal Institute of British Architects.

The handbook explains the rules and principles of planning legislation and is designed to help planners,

architects, individuals and community groups get involved in the planning process to ensure that change is

managed sympathetically and with regard to what is locally appropriate.

The handbook was road-tested during Planning Aid for London's 2000 -2003 "Access to Conservation"

project - thanks to funding from English Heritage. Information obtainable from 020 7247 4900.

DESIGNATION REVIEW

Following the announcement by Tessa Jowell in December that DCAAS was to undertake a comprehensive

review of the listed buildings and scheduled monuments designation regime, further details have emerged

of the timetable and process for the review. Gillian Ashmore, a former civil servant and now a consultant,

will project manage the review for DCMS, working with Peter Beacham, Head of Designation at English

Heritage. Until the end of May time will be spent in fact-finding and interviewing stakeholders. A public

consultation document is expected in early July, with responses required by early October.

Recommendations based on the responses will then be drawn up for publication early in 2004.

Two teams of advisers have been set up: a small steering committee consisting of practitioners with

detailed knowledge of the existing regimes, and a larger sounding board, on which the CBA, the IFA and

Heritage Link are represented, amongst other historic environment sector bodies

CONSERVATION OFFICERS FORCED TO NEGLECT HERITAGE

Those of you who inwardly digested the precis report of our PGP Conference last September will have noted

the Minister's response to Judy Vero's question regarding their lack of a Conservation Officer at either

District or County level. Lord Rooker suggested that Planning Authorities might use their increased funding

- payments made to them by the Government for greater efficiency and speed in dealing with planning

applications - to fund just such a post. He also requested we should act as watchdogs - and report to him if

the increased funding being made available to Planning Authorities was not used within the planning

services but absorbed elsewhere.

Worryingly, a recent Heritage Link Update included a reference to the first ever survey of all the country's

conservation officers, published on 28 March 2003 - "Local Authority Conservation Provision in

England". It's conclusion was that local authority conservation officers, whose responsibility it is to protect

and promote England's historic environment at a local level, are over-stretched, under-resourced and

undervalued. The majority have neither the time nor resources to check on works in progress and carry out

simple enforcement procedures, rendering conservation legislation an empty threat and contributing to the

decline of historic streets, towns and villages across the country The survey was commissioned jointly by

English Heritage and the Institute of Historic Building Conservation (IHBC) and prepared by Philip Grover of

Oxford Brookes University.

The survey also found that there were fewer than two conservation officers per local authority. Many

struggle to keep up with responding to the effects of new developments on the historic environment. This

leaves little or no time for important tasks such as tackling buildings at risk and more than 80 per cent of

respondents to the survey admitted that they have no time to enforce repairs or prosecute illegal alterations.

Conservation Officers need to be multi-skilled, and more than two-thirds have post-graduate qualifications,

yet some are paid less than £15,000. Only 25 per cent of Conservation Officers are permitted to attend

committees regularly or sit on departmental management boards.
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Simon Thurley, Chief Executive of English Heritage, said: 'Local authorities are at the frontline of planning

decisions and recent research reveals that 30 per cent of planning applications involve the historic

environment in some way. This is the first time anyone has asked Conservation Officers what their problems

are and what they need. Today's report makes particularly alarming reading. It shows that many local

authorities do not have the skills or capacity to manage this properly. We need to help them and together

with the Department for Culture, Media and Sport and the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister, we are now

working urgently to put in place practical measures to improve the working lives of Conservation Officers

throughout the country. Among these measures will be a significant investment in partnership training to

raise professional standards that will enable local authorities to deliver a more prompt, fair and consistent
service to their clients'.

For copies of a summary leaflet, the full report or for further information, go to the English Heritage website at
<www.english-heritage.org.uk> and click on 'News' then 'Latest News Stories'.

NEW DCMS WEBSITE

The Department for Culture, Media and Sport has launched its new website, shown at the end of this news

flash. The new-look site is considerably easier to navigate than the old one, and no longer buries its major
news stories deep within the entrails of the site, but highlights them on the home page. Amongst recent news

stories was the announcement that The Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew had been nominated by the UK for

UNESCO World Heritage Site Status (with a decision expected from UNESCO in June) and that Kim

Howells, Minister for Tourism, had launched VisitBritain's new marketing campaign, 'Enjoy England1, aimed
at encouraging British people to rediscover England's heritage and cultural attractions.

<www.culture.gov.uk/default.htm>.

DEFRA AGRI-ENVIRONMENT REVIEW

The Government's consultation on the next stage in the development of agri-environment schemes has
now closed. You may be interested to learn that leading heritage bodies, including the CBA, the

National Trust, the Historic Farm Buildings Forum and English Heritage, have all made submissions

welcoming the Government's proposal to place greater emphasis within the scheme on the conservation of
the historic environment, and stressing the need for expert input from historic environment specialists
into future schemes.

Steve Trow, responding on behalf of English Heritage, said: rWe believe if the new scheme framework is to

reach its full delivery potential in terms of the historic environment, the current severe limitations in the
capacity of advisory services for the historic environment (for archaeology and for historic buildings and

landscapes) must be addressed. These limitations in capacity extend not only to English Heritage, but also
to DEFRA and to those advisory organisations funded by DEFRA. Most crucially they include our partners in
local authorities who provide the "backbone" of the historic environment advisory service. This is not a

problem that can be addressed by English Heritage alone. It will require concerted action by the DCMS and
DEFRA, and by others in the historic environment sector.'

PPGs 15 & 16 CONSULTATION

The Office of the Deputy Prime Minister has been canvassing opinion from the heritage sector on a possible
postponement of the public consultation relating to the redrafting and merger of PPGs 15 and 16. The new

Planning Policy Statement (PPS) was to have consisted of a very brief statement of principle, followed by a
detailed annexe containing advice on the implementation of the policy. Since work began on drafting the new
PPS, the Department for Culture, Media & Sport announced its Designation Review. The DPM is also
looking at the pros and cons of a single consent regime to embrace all forms of planning permission,
including listed buildings consent. With so much potential change in the pipeline, it is likely that the new
draft PPS will not now be published until the autumn, when it will form part of a co-ordinated consultation
with the Designation and Single Consent reviews.

Given that the regime for protecting our national heritage is about to change - and the Government has
signalled its willingness to listen to views from all parts of the community, on 23 May last at Rewley House,
Oxford, a joint IFA and IHBC workshop was held to provide an opportunity for the professionals who operate
within the existing guidance and legislation to debate what they wished to see improved. Speakers included
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Christopher Catling, of Heritage Link, Paul Drury, Rob John, of the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister, and
Peter Beacham, of English Heritage

A central dilemma in the system is that the presumption against damaging change enshrined in the
listed building regime is in competition with the assumption of the planning regime that consent will
be granted. Consultants Halcrow are undertaking research to understand the scale of the problem - in
some cities, such as Bath, almost every planning application has to be accompanied by a separate

application for listed buildings consent. Matthew Saunders is Heritage Link's representative on the steering
group.

However, recently Rob John, of the Planning Development Control Division, contributed the following
statement to clarify the department's position on the timetable for the review and for the research that is
currently being undertaken on the feasibility of a single consent regime for planning and listed buildings
consent.

Rob wrote:' DCMS are working towards mid-July for the start of the public consultation phase of the

designation review. However, no decisions have yet been made as to when there will be public consultation
on the draft PPS/G 15 or the unification research. One option might be to go out to public consultation on
both the designation review and the draft PPS/G 15 at the same time, although this is by no means certain.

We are not expecting the report from the unification research to be published until early next year, and any
proposals that might emerge from that exercise are likely to take a number of years to implement due to the
need for changes to primary legislation. Its publication, therefore, need not hold up consultation on PPS15.1

CABE SPACE SET TO PIONEER THE RENAISSANCE OF URBAN SPACE

CABE Space, a new unit within CABE (Commission for Architecture and the Built Environment) was

officially launched on 12 May at Coram's Fields Children's Park by Tony McNulty MP, Minister for

Regeneration at the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister (ODPM). At the launch, Julia Thrift, currently of
the Civic Trust, and now Director Designate of CABE Space, announced the details of the organization's
extensive work programme - aimed at improving and maintaining parks and green spaces across England.

The first year's programme of work, as set out in the document Thinking Space, includes enabling Local
Authorities to develop strategic planning approaches in public space design, management and

maintenance; developing a series of good practice guides on the design and maintenance of parks and

public spaces; increasing awareness and coverage of the Green Flag Award scheme; setting up a standard

system of performance measurement for the quality of parks and green spaces by the end of 2003/4; and
providing targeted training to professional groups to ensure that there are the skills to deliver the
improvements on the ground.

At the launch event Julia Thrift said: 'CABE Space has its work cut out - research', standards, skills,

enabling and raising the profile of our public spaces. There is a huge amount to do - and it can only be

done if all of those trying to improve our public spaces work together. I am looking forward to working
with a wide range of people and organisations to help make this happen.'

Copies of Thinking Space: CABE Space Work Plan 2003-2004 and Make Space are downloadable from
<www.cabespace.org.uk>.

LOTTERY MERGER

George Lambrick, Director of the Council for British Archaeology, writes to inform members that DCMS has

officially announced the much-expected (pre-determined?) merger of the Community Fund with the New

Opportunities Fund. In its summary of the consultation responses, DCMS says that there was 'cautious
support for a possible merger of the Community Fund and the New Opportunities Fund'. The merger will

mean that 50 per cent of all lottery money will now be distributed by a single body.

The press release appeared to indicate that DCMS is considering further mergers. Tessa Jowell is quoted as
saying: 'These results [of the consultation] chime with our own thinking, which is why I am so keen to go

ahead with the mooted proposal to merge the Community Fund with NOF. The result would be a single

community distributor. A single brand. A single front door for would-be applicants ... and I am thinking

hard about whether to extend the single brand principle right across the distributors'.
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It is worth remembering that NOF is a significant source of funds for the heritage. Amongst the projects
that it is funding is a huge nationwide programme to digitize local history archives, in order to enable
remote access via the internet. In their responses to the recent lottery consultation, many heritage
bodies expressed concern at the idea of the creation of one single lottery distributor, fearing that the
historic environment would lose out to more populist causes. The full press release can be found at:
<www.gnn.gov.uk/gnn/national.nsf/Today's+Releases+Frame/79626837F36C3D9B80256CD800359AB2/

opendocument>.

THAMES & SEVERN AND STROUDWATER CANALS TO BE RESTORED

A future award winner, perhaps, is the planned £82-million restoration of the historic Cotswold Canals. As an
important step towards that goal, The Cotswold Canals Partnership has commissioned Cotswold
Archaeology to conduct a comprehensive survey of the entire 36-mile length of the abandoned waterway.

The £50,000 survey, which is financially supported by English Heritage (through the Aggregates Levy
Sustainability Fund) and The Inland Waterways Association, will help guide restoration plans and protect

features of historic importance.

As well as examining such major structures as the 2.5-mile Sapperton Tunnel and the distinctive
roundhouses, the survey will chart the survival of eighteenth-century locks, bridges, weirs, wharves and
boundary markers. The study will also consider archaeological features and the adjoining historic landscape.

The resulting report, together with other studies both planned and underway, will help guide The Cotswold
Canals Partnership's management of the restoration of the historic waterway. The restoration of the

Cotswold Canals is intended to restore the link between England's two great rivers, the Thames and the
Severn. In July 2001, British Waterways and The Waterways Trust published a feasibility report indicating

that restoration will bring social, economic and environmental benefits to the area, including 1.8 million new

visitor days each year, generating £8.5 million in visitor spending.

YHA SEEKS PARTNERSHIPS

The Youth Hostels Association has announced plans to expand its network of hostels by forming
partnerships with private, voluntary and public sector bodies. The YHA argues that provision of a hostel
could be an appropriate reuse for an historic building, including barns and other farm buildings. It believes
that the provision of hostels is an important ingredient in regeneration, providing accommodation that will
bring new visitors, especially young people, to enjoy and appreciate the cultural landscape. The YHA's
intentions are set out in more detail in network plans for each of the Government regions. Roger Clarke,
Chief Executive of the YHA, would be happy to supply further information to potential partners: tel 01629

592654, email: <rogerclarke@yha.org.uk>.

THE STATE OF THE COUNTRYSIDE 2020

More food for thought has been provided in the shape of the Countryside Agency's "The State of the

Countryside 2020" report - and yes, that is 2020, not a mistyped 2002. The report contrasts the majority
desire to keep the countryside exactly as it is ('a deeply ingrained Wordsworthian view') with the inevitability

of major change over the next two decades. Various scenarios are rehearsed, including a huge expansion in

wind farms, mobile phone masts, and biomass crops, plus a million new homes, erosion of the green belt
and a thriving commercial economy created at the expense of social and environmental concerns. The report

offers no solutions, but aims to stimulate discussion and to shock people out of the complacent belief that

resisting change is an option.

AIRPORTS

Transport Secretary, Alistair Darling, has announced plans for a consultation on three options for new
runways at Gatwick as part of a wider review of airport capacity. The original Airports Consultation excluded
Gatwick, but the Government was forced to rethink after a legal challenge. One option, involving two new

runways, would increase passenger levels at the Sussex airport from 32 million to 115 million a year.

Ministers claimed that building two new runways at Gatwick and one at Heathrow would cost £7 billion but

lead to economic benefits of £25 billion.
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CELEBRATING CORRUGATED IRON

Common Ground - the organisation that gave us Apple Day (21 October this year) - has done much to open

our eyes to the richness of everyday places, popular culture, common wildlife, ordinary buildings and

landscapes. Now it has added a further dimension to the definition of heritage by launching the Corrugated

Iron Club to celebrate this often overlooked (and even derided) building material.

The corrugating of iron was invented by Henry Robinson Palmer (1795-1844) - the founder of the Institute of

Civil Engineers - as a way of strengthening sheets for use in building construction and the first known use

occurs in London, in 1828. A further refinement - galvanisation - by dipping the iron sheets in zinc to

protect the surface from oxidisation - preventing rusting for up to fifty years, or more.

Used to build garages and chapels, railway stations and farm buildings, sheds, industrial buildings and

homes, corrugated iron has proved popular because it is cheap and enduring. Common Ground now aims to

build an inventory of corrugated iron structures: further details at <www.corrugated-iron-club.info>.

"LAND LINES" A NEW RADIO 4 PRODUCTION

Perhaps this programme on Radio 4 will help to focus minds on the history of your neighbourhood which

could benefit from a grant from the Local Heritage Initiative! If you happen to be near a radio at 1.30pm

then tune in to hear "Land Lines", a weekly series exploring different ways of reading the land around us.

Produced by the BBC Natural History Unit Sue Clifford, Director of Common Ground, says that our ancient

land is a mystery, changes brought about by nature and by people have left fragments that every generation

works over and pieces together as stories. Recognising the clues and unravelling the intricacies written in

the land are a constant source of fascination. Common Ground has coined the term 'Local Distinctiveness1

not only to capture the differences between places, but also the meaning they have for us - the interaction

between nature, history, buildings, food, legends, dialect, customs and more. The programme touches on a

mix of these things and will give an insight into things we may take for granted. Some programmes you will

have missed, but there should be time for you to travel to the fields of Gloucestershire, the moors of

Derbyshire, the docks of London, and a valley in Surrey!.

Further information can be found on Common Ground's website: <www.england-in-particular.info>. Also

the Land Lines website (at www.bbc.co.uk/radio4) has links to the websites of various local history,

archaeology and community groups that have provided local knowledge for the series.

BBC PLANS 'RESTORATION' MAGAZINE

The BBC also announced that it is planning to print over 3 million copies of a magazine dedicated to the

historic built environment and to buildings at risk, to be published in September 2003 as part of its publicity

for the 'Restoration' TV series. The Restoration magazine will be given free as a special supplement to the

BBC History and Homes & Antiques magazines, as well as inserted into "Heritage Today", the English

Heritage members' magazine.

AND WILL PUBLICISE SUMMER EVENTS

The BBC is also offering to provide publicity for events focused on historic buildings conservation over the

summer as part of its "Restoration" TV series. Presented by Griff Rhys Jones, "Restoration" will be broadcast

in August/September this year and will give viewers the chance to save one of 30 historic buildings at risk

across the UK. Each of the buildings will have a celebrity advocate who will highlight the reasons why their

particular building should be rescued from ruin. As part of this initiative, the BBC is keen to promote a

summer programme of outreach events spotlighting a range of local buildings, conservation and restoration

projects that people can visit during August and September. Events might include a guided tour, a talk

highlighting local conservation work, a crafts demonstration or children's activities. If you would like to

contribute an event(s) and would like a free listing as part of the BBC publication linked to the series and/or

the web site <www.bbc.co.uk/restoration>, please contact <marianne.dunphy@bbc.co.uk> to request a

programme events form. The BBC has launched its Restoration website, albeit in embryonic form, which

you can visit at <www.bbc.co.uk/history/programmes/restoration/index.shtml>.
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COMMUNITIES PLAN

At the beginning of February John Prescott announced a new package of long-term measures on housing

and regeneration, covering the period 2003-13. The announcement was designed as an action plan, setting

out how resources will be spent. More details will unfold in the near future, but £22bn has been allocated to
housing and communities over the next three years. The plan is 'housing orientated but not housing focused'
in that it will look at the needs of housing in the context of making communities work better. Key elements of

the plan are:

High housing demand areas

• A "step change' in housing stock, with new housing to be built in the south-east.

• Moving from a 'predict and provide' approach to a 'plan, monitor and manage' approach to planning, with new

houses in sustainable high-density communities supported by infrastructure.

• £350 million extra resources to improving planning and design.

• Development to be concentrated on five key 'growth areas'. The Government believes these areas have the

potential to deliver 300,000 more jobs and an extra 200,000 homes over the next 15-20 years:

• London-Cambridge-M11 corridor - between 250,000 and 500,000 new homes;

• Milton Keynes - up to 300,000 new homes;

• Thames Gateway - up to 40,000 new homes;

• Ashford - up to 31,000 new homes.

• Development to be concentrated on brownfield land. The Government will maintain or increase the area of

greenbelt land in every English region by creating new green spaces in towns and cities.

• A new £500 million fund for partnerships to regenerate areas of low housing demand.

• Assistance to demolish unwanted homes where that is the only option.

• Increased compensation for residents displaced by such schemes;

• Preventing the automatic renewal of planning consents, to reduce development on greenfield sites.

• The creation of a new body - the Land Restoration Trust - to turn 1,500 hectares of derelict land in towns and

cities into 'urban green spaces'.

• At least £1 bn will be earmarked for affordable key worker housing - aimed at nurses, doctors and teachers.

Quality and liveability

• £50 million for neighbourhood wardens;

• £41 million to improve skills and quality of urban design;

• £70 million for community-led programmes to improve neighbourhoods;

• £89 million to improve the quality of parks and public spaces.

Groundwork, the environmental regeneration charity, receives very substantial funding to help deliver

projects described as 'the spaces between the places' - essentially contributing the 'community' element of

the Government's plan. Over the next three years it will receive a grant of £40 million, an increase of 40 per

cent. The funding will be used to deliver projects in disadvantaged communities aimed at giving people skills,

confidence and resources to improve their prospects and quality of life. Groundwork will also be managing a

new 'community enablers' scheme distributing £30 million to help improve parks and green spaces in their

neighbourhood.
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TALL BUILDINGS

The great debate on the merits or otherwise of tall buildings has prompted the display at the Royal Academy

Summer Exhibition. The RA has decided that architecture will take the prominent role for the first time in this

summer's show, after the success of the focus on sculpture last year.

Foster's "Sky High' exhibition will present models of older tall buildings and presentations of 'some of the

most innovative skyscrapers currently being designed worldwide1. As well as models, 'Sky High' will also use

videos and interactive programmes to illustrate the various aspects of 'vertical architecture'.

The RA Annual Exhibition Lecture to accompany the exhibition will be given by Renzo Piano, whose

controversial London Bridge Tower is currently the subject of a public enquiry. Many have hailed the building

(known as 'the shard of glass') as a masterpiece of contemporary design and technology, but English

Heritage Commissioners have said they believe its construction would have 'a major detrimental impact on

the Tower of London World Heritage site - and likened it to "a spike through its heart'.

SECTOR SKILLS COUNCIL FOR THE CREATIVE AND CULTURAL INDUSTRIES

A group of arts and heritage organisations has published a prospectus proposing the development of a

Creative and Cultural Sector Skills Council. The prospectus, called The Right Way Forward: An Invitation to

the Creative and Cultural Industries, explains that the Government plans to channel all future skills training

funds through Sector Skills Councils (SSCs) and it proposes setting up an SSC to encompass archives,

libraries and information services, the arts in all their forms, crafts, cultural heritage and design. It will cover a

wide range of occupations, including those of the archaeologist, curator, conservator, librarian and archivist,

and those with management responsibilities for museums, archaeological units, archives and libraries.

David Wears of the Cultural Heritage National Training Organisation (CHNTO) said: 'Without an SSC, we will

not be able to continue the development of training, qualifications and professional standards. It is important

that we act now.1 Mark Taylor of the Museums Association added: The contribution our sector makes to the

country - socially, educationally, economically - is immense. Yet the workforce is underpaid, insufficiently

trained and unappreciated. We need an SSC very badly.'

The next stage is to put a fully costed bid to the Sector Skills Development Agency, with a business plan

specifying priorities and targets for the first five years of operation. People and organisations from the sector

are being asked for their support and input into this process. Detailed information is available online at

<www.cciskills.org.uk>.

REGIONALIZATION - THE NEXT STEPS

The Regional Assemblies (Preparations) Bill has received its royal assent, paving the way for the first

referenda to be held on elected regional assemblies in England. The Deputy Prime Minister, John Prescott,

is expected to announce that the north-east, and possibly Yorkshire and the Humber, have been selected to

pilot regional government with powers similar to those of the Greater London Authority, subject to a 'yes'

vote in referenda that are likely to be held in October 2004.

With budgets of around £1bn, regional assemblies will oversee transport, planning, housing, economic

development and environmental protection, and have some control over rural policy. Like the GLA,

assemblies will fund their work with a precept on council taxes.

Electors must also decide which bodies they prefer to retain at the level below the regional assembly:

district-based councils (as in Berkshire, where the county council was scrapped in the mid-1990s) or a

county council with additional local powers - which Northumberland, Durham and North Yorkshire county

councils would prefer in the north-east. A 'yes' vote in any region will need further legislation to create

elected assemblies, and that legislation is unlikely to be brought forward before the next general election.

Copies of the Regional Assemblies (Preparations) Bill can be downloaded from <www.parliament.the-

stationery-office.co.uk/pa/cm200203/cmbills/003/2003003.htm>.
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THE INSPECTOR SAYS
The following extracts are drawn from the Planning Press - examples of recent appeal decisions. Members are advised to follow up

case that they think may be useful to them. We are only able to give a brief outline.

Court Case

Court finds error in interpretation of greenfield and brownfield housing land debate. The High Court

has quashed a decision by the Secretary of State to refuse permission for a housing development on

greenfield land in Lancashire, concluding that his misinterpretation of advice in PPG3 amounted to an error

of law. The scheme, promoted by Alderney Estates Ltd, involved the construction of 445 new homes on

15.4ha and construction of the first section of a bypass. The Inspector recommended that permission should

be granted despite the greenfield nature of the site because of the urgent need for new housing
development. But the Secretary of State concluded that there was insufficient need for the development.

Although a shortfall of housing land was predicted, he felt that this could be made up on windfall sites on

previously developed land.

Deputy Judge Michael Rich QC held that there was insufficient evidence that enough brownfield sites could

be identified quickly enough to make good the severe shortage. It also appeared that the Secretary of State
had interpreted PPG3 as meaning that no greenfield sites should be developed where even a single

brownfield site was available. Since this was not the meaning of the advice in PPG3, the judge ruled that the
Secretary of State had exceeded his powers in failing to give adequate reasons for disagreeing with his

Inspector. Because of the significance of the case, he granted leave for the Secretary of State to challenge

the decision in the Court of Appeal. Aldernev Estates Ltd v Secretary of State for Transport, Local

Government and the Regions; Date: 19 September 2002; Ref: CO/1798/2002.

The Editor of Planning commented: "It is relatively rare for the High Court to grant leave for a decision to be

examined in the Court of Appeal. However, in this case the Judge ruled that the issue was of such

importance that this was an appropriate course of action. The ruling of the higher court will be of significant

interest in the brownfield-greenfield land debate".

Wavenev DC: High Court rejected a challenge to

an Inspector's decision on replacement UPVC

windows, in a listed building. The Inspector had

concluded that such windows were commonplace

in the CA. Nov.2002 Waveney DC v Secretary of

State for Transport LGR.

It appears the Council was too late in attempting to

hold the fort - but see later ....

Birmingham City Council: 8.11.02: DCS No:

33517731 - Written. 11 houses & garages to

replace a former nursing home and bungalow.

Increased density (still below that advised by

PPG3), would be acceptable, but increased

activity and rear views were noted, and the form

and extent of the development in this context

rendered it unsuitable. Despite sustainability

gains, the bulky appearance and its dominance

of surrounding gardens caused him to find

against it. Sustainability gains did not "outweigh

the need to protect the character of established

residential areas". Refused.

Two thoughts: Many a large house now a

nursing home could be replaced. Will the new

powers of individual planning officers, and the

degree of support an authority can bring to bear,

be sufficient to save the day against this sort of

Application? What guidance will be given to

Inspectors?

Tunbridqe Wells BC: An Inspector has supported

the conversion of an open sided barn at a mixed

farm for use by an agricultural and general

contractor, favouring diversification and the local

economy, and good stewardship of the land.

DCS No. 400287182

Peterborough City Council: Conservation Area.

Appeal to retain ornate (off the peg) design of front

door, arising from Article 4 direction? Refused. 6th
September 2002. DCS No: 32820267

Unending battle. De gustibus .. ..Is there a local

society? What were the town councillors doing?

But it does not take long to hang a door.

Expensive emotions!

Canterbury City Council has won the support of the

Inspector over noise and residential amenity. The

Slug & Lettuce proposed a cafe-bar on the edge of

the new shopping area, with at least 35% of the

trading area having waitress service. Despite the

possibility of improving vitality of the area, it could

increase the disturbance already caused to

amenity. DCS 52053473: 1 November 2002

How will planning officers react to the new licencing

laws?
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S.Cambridgeshire DC has won its case against a

country house which it claimed could not add to

and enhance the existing landscape. The

Inspector said it would form a new and dominant

feature whereas the appellant claimed its

landscaping would be bold and conspicuous.

The Inspector criticised the design of the house

as not of the outstanding quality needed to

comply with para 3.21 of PPG7. DCS No:

40191305

How might this decision affect the current

Hearing for a large house, partly in the AONB,

near Wincanton?

Maladministration found bv Ombudsman. East

Devon District Council: Planning permission was

given in 1996 and three conditions imposed.

Effective action to secure compliance followed

between 1999 and 12001. A neighbour secured

£2,000 compensation. 28th October Ref:
99/B/04332

This case related to pig houses, so one can

understand the objections. One wonders

whether it is so rare?

Lancaster City Council: Retirement village at

former holiday camp. A 23 ha. Site for 850

residents, re-using derelict brownfield site in the

countryside. A self-contained retirement

complex, whose impact would be limited. A

Section 106 to guarantee two minibuses (free)

would discourage use of private cars. The DPM

agreed with the Inspector that it would not impact

on housing locally, and followed the sequential

approach. The imposed conditions that it should

be used as a continuing care/retirement village

and that no other form of residential development

should be allowed. 9 September 2002 DCS:

32538524

How long term is this? It looks like a field day for

lawyers not long hence. Idealism or a cynical

sop to sustainability?

Castle Morpeth BC: Greenfield. Called in

despite LA support. 39 dwellings "out of step"

with current thinking. 3 ha. In a village, part of a

200 dwelling masterplan. High quality and low

density. Inspector noted it did not follow

sequential approach and would set a precedent

for remote Greenfield development, not following

PPG3. The Local Plan Inspector had endorsed

the site in 1999, but D.P.M. concluded it did not

follow more up to date guidance in PPG 3 and

PPG 13. DPM said the partial implementation

could accommodate more than 15 per hectare.

The principles of the master plan need revision.

Refused. Sept.2002 DCS No. 45207902

Think of all the time wasted! Longer lasting

guidance needed - but had not sustainability

been heard of in 1999?

Horsham DC: Enabling development at a Listed

2* monastery in the countryside. The Authority

was prepared to consider other sites (also in

countryside) but 16 houses in its grounds were

appealed. Inspector found no justification for

spoiling its setting. The range of house sizes

and styles failed to relate to the varied styles in

the village and the development would extend

into open countryside in an uncharacteristic

manner. 3rd Sept. DCS No: 31589848
Where possible both sides need to be flexible.

There appears to be a design (cost saving?)

problem too.

St.Edmundsburv BC lost to Sainsburys: their

contention had been that a banner was

unnecessary, superfluous, and of non-durable

material (see Circular 5/92, annex para 3).

Advert.Appeal. DCS NO: 44447597 - November

2002

Siqnaqe on pub in listed church ruled harmful to building and conservation area

JD Wetherspoon has been refused advertisement and listed building consent for the display of two signs

at a pub in Ayr, after a reporter concluded that they would be detrimental to visual amenity and have an

adverse impact on the building.

The company explained that the two boards, measuring 1.2m by 1m, would provide information to the

public about the food available within the premises, which had been converted from a category B listed

church. It claimed that the boards would be neat and tidy with limited internal illumination.

The local authority submitted that attaching the signs to the railings in front of the building would harm its

setting and would result in visual clutter. The reporter agreed with the council that the boards would partly

obscure the view of the former church building and would have an adverse impact on the town's

conservation area. He ruled the additional signs were not justified because of the visual harm caused.
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NEWS FROM MEMBER NEWSLETTERS

A big thank you to all those societies who keep their newsletters flowing in our direction. Whether a monthly page, or a quarterly

booklet, it is good to hear how local campaigns are progressing.

Atherstone Civic Society are celebrating - HART - History of Atherstone Research Team - which can begin

work having received confirmation from The Countryside Agency of £25,000 of Lottery funding. The

inaugural meeting last October was an opportunity to meet Dr. Nat Alcock who had agreed to help members

read the town's ancient documents and discover the families who lived in Atherstone from medieval times

until the present day. IT wizards, artists, photographers and those willing to hold a tape measure were all

invited to get involved with the project! The mystery surrounding a site used for waste recycling continued,

as five planners were of the opinion the use did require planning permission, whilst the Borough Council

persisted in its view that it did not! Prominence was also given to comment on the Local Plan Housing

Policy - it would appear the greater proportion of Atherstone's housing over the next decade is to be

"affordable", which they feel flies in the face of Government guidance on the importance of building mixed

communities. Seven sites and a total of 192 affordable homes are proposed and a further 40% of affordable

homes in another development. Much work lies ahead! The Society are also quietly hopeful that they may

have won a battle for democracy in North Warwickshire. The Planning Committee (or Regulatory Board) are

to consider allowing members of the public to speak for three minutes at their meetings!

The Beaminster Society's magazine contains an account of a

popular meeting entitled "Inns and Anecdotes" and suggests that

thirsty gentleman will no longer slip out in the evening to "walk the

Labrador", but instead take a stroll "to study the history of the local"!

It also contained an interesting Diary Date which others may wish to

emulate - "Tea with the Committee", an opportunity for members to

meet with the Committee and tell them of any local concerns. A

fascinating account of the life of a local lady, the fourteenth child of

the tunnel lamplighter whose care of the three paraffin lamps which

lit the tunnel on the road to Crewkeme enabled her family to live

rent-free in Tunnel House, the tollhouse built in 1832. A different world indeed, in that she recalled her first

job, which she hated, and gave up after only three years! How patient - these days three weeks, or even

three days, would be more likely. Two pages were devoted to current concerns such as the number of skips

now travelling through the town. A situation which was investigated and a day-long vigil confirmed twelve

empty and twelve full skips journeyed in each direction - the exact number agreed by the planning

authorities! The Beaminster Partnership has resulted in a Town Action Plan, soon to be finalised. A

proposal to site a furniture business in the CA raised fierce opposition but neither English Heritage, nor CC

raised any objection and the DC gave their consent. However, the Society's position has been vindicated by

an independent report commissioned for the Council found the proposal would be potentially detrimental to

residential amenity, etc. etc. and the application has been withdrawn. Their membership drive has been a

great success with a new total of 264 member households - approximately 1 in 4 - should they now aim for a

third of households? Involvement in both phases of the County's Traffic Plan may have been worthwhile,

the Phase II Report is awaited with interest. In the meantime they have produced their own traffic survey for

Fleet Street, which has been circulated to all three tiers of local authorities.

The Buckingham Society's magazine again has excellent line drawings and illustrations, plus photographs of

odd corners of Buckingham which they wish to see improved! An entire page is packed with warnings of all

the changes that are to be visited upon the town in the coming year. The Local Plan Inspector's decision to

support their contention that new housing on the Tingewick side of town would spoil historic sight-lines has

been welcomed, but concern expressed for the effect of hundreds of new homes in another area. The

erection of safety barriers which appear to create access problems for the disabled are highlighted and the

Society seeks a study of their bypass - should it be upgraded through dualling - as they cannot accept a

northern route through the Heritage Site of Stowe Avenue. They maintain it is possible to grow the town, but

not the town centre - a matter of concern to many market town amenity groups. The successful conclusion

to the quest to protect the site of Saint Rumbold's Well is celebrated over six pages. Commenced in 1998

when the site was threatened both by modern agricultural methods, or housing, Rodney Shirley researched

the saint of 1,350 years ago and with the backing of the Society achieved Scheduled Monument status. An

archaeological survey was commissioned through the Local Heritage Initiative. Detailed plans and
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specifications were then prepared and followed, with the

result that the site has been partially excavated; a metal

fence with a fine wrought-iron gate with three armorial

shields protects the well from cattle and newly- built steps

ease access. Earlier this year a three colour information

board was erected to tell visitors about St. Rumbold and

explains the significance of the site. In parallel, the Society

has commissioned a permanent memorial to the saint in the

old churchyard where the pre-1771 church once stood - a

small plinth and plaque - an undertaking which required the

completion of an extremely lengthy application form and an

eight month wait! The concept of their Great Ouse

Corridor Enhancement Project is spelt out for the

membership - a seven year programme for its gradual

enhancement

Tlw Land of Lost Content =W
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Crewkerne Civic Society's February newsletter was in the main devoted to alerting their members to the

extent of the amendments to their Constitution, unchanged since 1973, to enable the Society to take

advantage of Gift Aid, plus the Minutes of their 30th AGM and Accounts. Martin Pakes, their Chairman,

reported the unveiling of the last Blue Plaque, placed at Chubb's Almshouses in December, 2002.. In the

eighteen months since the plaques were erected there had been no vandalism - until a few days before -

but fortunately the graffiti was removed quite quickly by dint of elbow grease and cream cleaner! "A Potter

at Work" was the title which drew over fifty members to watch mesmerised as Frank Martin created pot after

pot as he explained his craft and answered a wide range of questions! Other pages are used to tempt a

good crowd of members to participate in forthcoming visits to Cothay Manor, Hinton House and Winchester

Museum, plus an evening walk at Hardington Moor.

Sherinqham Preservation Society's Newsletter shouts "we're

almost there"!. A building contractor has been appointed for

the restoration of the old fishing sheds, that they might grow

into the Maritime Craft Centre. Congratulations are in order

once again it seems! In what appears to be a very short time

the town has managed to raise £90,000 of the £97,000

required for the project. Members are now being asked to

sign a roof tile - for £5! The unsightly corrugated roof panels

are to go and genuine Norfolk clay pantiles will replace them,

in keeping with the Conservation Area. A coffee morning;

canvassing of local businesses; Gift Aid; an illustrated

A FAMOUS RESCUE RECALLED

information board; and distribution of Appeal leaflets continues.

The recent strong winds have uncovered the skeletal remains of the "Ispolen", a Norwegian brig whose crew

were rescued in bitter weather by the coxswain and crew of the Henry Ramey when their ship was driven

ashore on the west beach on 23rd January, 1897.

Trowbridge Civic Society's newsletter reports on their visit to Tewkesbury - their guide so stimulating and

knowledgeable that they failed to reach the other end of the High Street - and Deerhurst which, whilst but a

tiny village boasts two Saxon churches. Mike Marsham had shared his seemingly bottomless knowledge of

the town's Inns and Alehouses. Everyone amazed to learn that Trowbridge had fewer inns and alehouses

than any other Wiltshire town! Compensated for by their 30-40 Gin Shops!!! The Society's Campaign to

keep the Record Office and Local Studies Library in the County town also received good coverage on the

front page. Page 2 contains a fascinating account from 1807of one Benjamin James who was pilloried at

Malmesbury following conviction for attempting something illegal with a pony at Everleigh! Foolishly he said

he would stand another punishment for a pot of beer and was pelted so severely "his life was despaired of a

long time" A further episode on the history of the railways in Wiltshire also appears. Relief is expressed

that Royal Mail and English Heritage have recently published a joint policy statement - one which should

hopefully safeguard the future of pillar boxes.
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ASHTAV
Protect the Past - Fashion the Future

ASHTAV - The Association of Small Historic Towns and Villages was formed in 1988 by Amenity Societies

keen to pool their experience and share their expertise. The Association offers members an advisory

service, a programme of instructive seminars and a Newsletter covering the latest information about

conservation and development. Membership is open to Town & Parish Councils and Amenity Societies in

all historic villages and small historic towns. The Association also welcomes individuals as friends and

District and County Councils as Associates.

Qualification Fee

Societies with <100 members

Town and Parish Councils - population <1,000 £15

Societies with 100<500 members

Town and Parish Councils - population 1,000<5,000 £25

Societies with > 500 members

Town and Parish Councils - population >5,000 £35

Friends of ASHTAV (per individual) £10

Associates (professional & business) £50

HelpDesk-01926 400717 e-mail - ashtav@totalise.co.uk

Please note our new website address - www.ashtav.ora.uk

ASHTAV OFFICERS & COMMITTEE

John Alexander- Chairman

Dan Wild - Hon.Treasurer & IT/Membership

Gill Smith - HelpDesk

Anne Lock - Conferences & Magazine

John Bishton - Appeal Decisions

Ray Green & Daphne Wild

Vice Presidents

Sheila Wood CBE & Dr. Herbert Lane

To contact any officer please telephone the Helpdesk 01926 400717or e-mail ashtav@totalise.co.uk

Copy or photographs for the Magazine should be e-mailed or sent to Dan Wild for scanning.
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